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The problem in this research is the implementation of Islamic guidance 
&counseling in upholding student discipline in MTs. Al Washliyah 
Gading Tanjungbalai. This study aims to establish the condition of 
studenttraining, the application of Islamic advice conducted by guidance 
& counseling teachers, the implementation of Islamic guidance 
&counseling in raising student discipline in MTs. Al Washliyah Gading 
Tanjungbalai. This research is phenomenological in a qualitative 
approach.The collecting dataused observation, interview, and 
documentation. In analyzing the data, the researcher used qualitative 
analysis with steps of data exposure, data reduction, and conclusion 
description. The results of this study are: (1) the condition of the student 
discipline is quite good (2) the implementation of Islamic guidance & 
counseling conducted by teachers in optimally (3) the application of 
Islamic guidance & advice in upholding student discipline ineffectively. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The school has never detached from the name of rules and regulations 
that must be complied with by all personnel who are in it, from school 
principals, officers working in schools, teachers, and students who learn 
and study knowledge in the school. The regulations are made to be 
obeyed and executed with reasonable use. The provisions made so that we 
care more about the rules that enforced wherever we are. The school rules 
or ordersmade so that students can embed a disciplined attitude within 
them. The high discipline will be able to deliver students to their success. 
The control should be applied in every school so that all learning and 
vision and mission of the school in producing students and students who 
are superior and run well and get results under hope. 
In enforcing the discipline of the students need extra cooperation from 
all school personnel. The learners need direction and counsel to 
understand the nature and benefits of the control. One way to give 
students an understanding of the enforcement of discipline is to conduct 
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counseling. The counseling is expected not only to help learners solve the 
problem but also achieve optimal self-realization by the foundation of 
Islamic values.Under the statement Erhamwilda (2009:95) that Islamic 
counseling considered as a personal contact process between individuals 
or groups of individuals who have difficulty in a problem with a 
professional officer in terms of problem-solving, self-introduction, self-
adjustment and self-direction to achieve optimal self-realization according 
to Islamic teachings. 
Islamic counseling is an appropriate aid given to enforce discipline 
towards learners. Through the implementation of Islamic advice, learners 
are given an understanding of himself and his duties and responsibilities 
as beings of God. It expected that after getting the student, Islamic 
counseling could plan a more regular life and instill a breathing pattern of 
discipline over its consciousness. Therefore, Islamic counseling conducted 
by tutoring and counseling teachers should be done effectively so that the 
objectives fulfilled as appropriate. 
Based on the results, the researchers saw several students who 
violated the school orderon the observation, researchers have determined 
that the level of discipline of students in MTs. Al Washliyah Gading 
Tanjungbalai is still low because it does not have an indicator of control. 
The student discipline indicators such as completing the task in time, 
keeping up with friends to make all the assignments of the class well 
done, invite each other to maintain class order, remind friends who violate 
rules with polite and unoffensive words, dress modestly and neatly and 
obey school rules. 
Thediscipline at MTs. Al Washliyah Gading Tanjungbalai still needs to 
be built and need guidance by tutoring and counseling teachers, if 
allowed, the learners will fail in the learning because discipline strongly 
determines the success of a student, for example at MTs. Al Washliyah 
Gading Tanjungbalai when students arrive late to school then students 
will be given Islamic counseling by the guidance teacher and advice that 
consequently students missed the lesson on the first lesson hours, 
therefore teacher and counseling assistance is very important in helping 
learners to address issues that often occur, so that violations, the learners 
do not get higher. The discipline in the student MTs. Al Washliyah Gading 
Tanjungbalai still needs to be built and need guidance by tutoring and 
counseling teachers, if allowed, the learners will fail in the learning 
because discipline strongly determines the success of a student, for 
example at MTs. Al Washliyah Gading Tanjungbalai when students arrive 
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late to school then students will be given Islamic counseling by the 
guidance and counseling teacher that consequently, students missed the 
lesson on the first lesson hours, therefore teacher and counseling 
assistance is very important in helping learners to address issues that often 
occur, so that violations The learners do not get higher. The importance of 
discipline, teacher guidance and counseling can provide appropriate 
Islamic advice & counseling in enforcing the training of students of MTs. 
Al Washliyah Gading Tanjungbalai. 
 
METHOD 
The method of study used is qualitative with a phenomenological 
approach. The primary data source in this study is the head of MTs. Al 
Washliyah Gading Tanjungbalai, administration staff, tutoring, and 
counseling teachers and learners. The secondary data sources are 
documents and archives of guidance and counseling MTs. Al Washliyah 
Gading Tanjungbalai.The data analysis procedures take place gradually as 
long as the research initiated from data reduction, data presentation, and 
conclusion. According to Moleong (2000:3) as a result of qualitative 
research is a research procedure that generates descriptive data in the 
form of written or spoken words from people and attitudes that observed. 
The validity of data using data triangulation compares the data of 
interviews, contrasting with what people publicly say with what is said 
personally and comparing one's circumstances and perspectives to various 
opinions of people like ordinary people. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Based on information from all data sources can be understood that 
MTs. Al Washliyah Gading Tanjungbalai has a good student discipline 
because it is still found by learners who violate the Madrasah rules such as 
the Untidy dress, come late to the madrasah, do not do the assignment of 
the house, unplug and smoke outside the madrasah environment. An 
indicator of students ' discipline among others is completing the task in 
time, keeping up with friends so that all class assignments are carried out 
well, invite friends to keep class order, remind friends who violate rules 
with polite and unoffensive words, dressed modestly and neatly and 
obeying school rules. 
The implementation of counseling applied in MTs. Al Washliyah 
Gading Tanjungbalai is Islamic guidance &advice. Although in its 
implementation, it is not a maximum of factors such as guidance & 
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counseling teacher that have no qualifications so that counseling provided 
incidental, which adapts to the needs of the students not yet 
programmatic, the madrasah demands that the teacher guidance &advice 
as a teacher of subjects as well as the attitude of learners who still consider 
the teacher guidance & counseling is the most feared teacher.The obstacles 
that implement Islamic guidance &advice conducted by leadership& 
counseling teacher have not walked with the maximum —efforts guidance 
& counseling at MTs. Al Washliyah Gading Tanjungbalai only handles the 
problematic students not functioning as a precautionary. 
The student is also able to apply the counseling results they receive 
in daily life, but still,some students violate the rules of the madrasah.The 
implementing and providing Islamic guidance &counseling to students by 
teachers, must certainly provide maximum effort to address the problems 
that exist in learners, especially issues related to discipline learners. The 
student should get more guidance and attention for students to apply and 
implement the discipline that is in the madrasah well — the 
implementation of Islamic counseling in the subject of students in MTs. Al 
Washliyah Gading Tanjungbalai is not yet running with maximum. The 
Islamic advice conducted by guidance & counseling teacher has not been 




 The discipline of the learners in MTs. Al Washliyah Gading 
Tanjungbalai is good enough, although there are still some among the few 
students who are still existing students who violate the discipline that has 
been made by the school because there are students and have not been 
able to do well with the environment and regulations in the schools. When 
the teacher is not in the classroom that makes the student noisy, and there 
are still some students who are late to school every morning, and there are 
always students who are less presentable. The implementation of Islamic 
counseling services at MTs. Al Washliyah Gading Tanjungbalai has not 
been working correctly, because Islamic counseling that incidental when 
the problem arises among learners, instead of functioning as prevention. 
The implementation of Islamic advice is not running with maximum also 
influenced several factors such as teachers guidance & counseling that do 
not have undergraduate qualifications guidance &counseling, 
unavailability of hours of guidance &advice, demands the madrasah who 
made tutoring teachers &counseling as a teacher of subjects as well as the 
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attitude of learners who still considered tutoring is the most feared 
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